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School Soundz will begin officially broadcasting on MPR from Friday 6th of
August at 10am. Contact helen@mpr.nz if you are interested in your school
getting involved.

6. ROADTRIP!
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School Soundz is designed to be a first experience working with mainstream
media for primary and intermediate aged students and an exciting
exploration of student creativity. During the pilot, students have gone through
the process of designing content on a theme of their choice and making an

hour long show bringing this content together. Content has been eclectic, fun
and creative with Hiwinui taking the theme of ‘Nana’s’ (think knitting needles,
gardening tips and cracking backs) and Ashhurst focusing on music, quizzes
and seeing which of the senior leadership team actually knew a great deal
about the village! Next term we will be broadcasting content from Awahou
and Carncot Schools, both of whom are also piloting the programme.

3. NEW SHOWS

THIS

OUR FIRST PILOT SCHOOLS TAKE TO THE AIR

Term 2 of the school year has seen us run two successful pilots of Manawatū
School Soundz, in collaboration with Hiwinui and Ashhurst Schools.

2. CONTENT

READING

school soundz

LINKS

TO MORE INFORMATION.

Pictured: Students from Hiwinui school ready to record with a VERY
enthusiastic Hugh.

MPR'S COMBINED WEBSITE VISITORSHIP FOR THE
FIRST 6 MONTHS OF 2021 HAS ALREADY TOPPED
THE ANNUAL TOTALS OF 2017-2019, AND IS ON
TRACK TO SURPASSING 2016, AND 2020
RESPECTIVELY.
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food for thought

Some visitors to the station may have seen Fraser and Hugh
pouring over numbers and graphs more frequently than
before. This is part of a concerted effort to learn more about
the trends and performance of the station and YOUR
content on the various platforms we manage.

After
much
pondering
(and
muttering
at
excel
spreadsheets), Content Creators may be interested in the
following initial findings.
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regular content creation is paramount
There is a direct correlation between online listening and

regular content. Programmes that make reliably regular
content will do better than sporadically produced ones.
Similarly, if a programme was previously reliable, but
misses a few episodes, the listenership will suffer and not

proposed training
for content
creators

Some MPR Content Creators may remember a survey that
went around a few months ago asking what training may be
of interest, and - perhaps more importantly - when would
be a good time to conduct any sessions.
Well, the team have worked on the results and we'd like to
suggest the ideas below (each session will have
refreshments!) INCLUDING a session from RNZ's Phil O'Brien!

We'd REALLY appreciate some feedback and expressions of
interest before we commit to securing speakers and staff to
host. Please let Fraser know if you're interested / planning on
coming! fraser@mpr.nz
4PM THURSDAYS - Dates to be confirmed, but likely late
August and early September.
MAKING ENGAGING RADIO with Phil O'Brien (pictured) Host of
RNZs Saturday Night Requests, Matinee Idle & the Sunday
Retro Show.
SOCIAL MEDIA & DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT with Samuel Gordon,
MPR Content Assistant.

INTERVIEW & PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES with Fraser Greig,
MPR Station Manager.
ADVANCED STUDIO OPERATIONS &
Dingwall, MPR Content Coordinator.

EDITING

with

Hugh

rebound until reliability is restored.
descriptions and supporting material matter
Programmes that have a show image, a good
description of the show and its purpose, as well as
descriptions and keywords for episodes will do MUCH
better than those without. Note, MPR staff cannot make
these things up. We need you to assist by filling in the
form on the resources page of our website, or emailing
us, phoning us, talking to us in person or even (as a last
resort) writing information down on a scrap piece of
paper!
MPR is doing very well in the online listening space
MPR is the fifth best performing station in the Access
Media sector's On Demand stats, performing almost as

well as Wellington Access Radio. We've seen a direct link
between the cumulative national performance figures
and MPR's local numbers. In short, when the sector does
well, so does MPR. This is of great comfort to us, but also
reassuring for Content Creators who now know they are
in the right place to be heard!

For funding that supports
staff salaries and the
ongoing support of

content creators at MPR,
we thank...

MPR PROVIDES OUR SERVICES
WITHOUT CHARGING THE COMMUNITY.
HOWEVER, WE REALLY APPRECIATE
DONATIONS. FIND OUT MORE AT
MPR.NZ/DONATE
Aroha in Arabic is a program aimed at promoting self
development, with interesting topics and interviews, and

Arabic music. Sana focuses on enhancing positive thinking
and promoting self awareness - to help people understand
the human mind and how our thoughts can determine our
reality, future and lifestyle. Tune in Mondays at 6pm, or
check out mpr.nz/show/arohainarabic.

Also, at 7pm on Mondays, check out Iranz Ava (originating
from our sister station in Auckland, Planet FM). With
contributors across Aotearoa, the show is by and for the
Iranian community. The show celebrates Iranian culture in
New Zealand and features Persian poetry, interviews and
music.

plastic free july

Plastic Free July is a space to raise awareness of the impact
of plastic in our lives and on our environment and to
engender constructive discussions about reducing our
consumption and finding alternatives.
In a special show for this month MPR talks to 4 local people
about their journey, their thoughts and their solutions around
moving towards a zero waste lifestyle.
Broadcasting every Thursday in July 8pm on 999am, and
episodes are available on https://mpr.nz/show/plastic

apiti hub

Now that the Feilding Hub is up and running, we're
in the process of encouraging another
community to participate, and this time it's Apiti's
turn! The Apiti community committee have
agreed to help us with the support of Ken
Thompson (who - as it turns out - used to make
a cooking show at our Hamilton sister station!).

APITI

new shows

MPRPANUI

2pm, Thursday the 22nd of July will be our first
visit to Apiti Tavern, with Ken talking to anyone
who wants to pop along and share news from
the community.
In the future, we hope to encourage contributors
from Kimbolton, and expressions of interest have
been received from Taihape, so maybe - just
maybe - we can hear from that community
regularly on MPR!

roadtrip

On the 15th of June, the MPR team went on a roadtrip to
Hastings to visit Radio Kidnappers, the Access Media outlet
for Hawkes Bay.
It was great to catch up with manager Jill and look around
their station, picking their brains, being inspired and seeing
different ways of working.
We were particularly enthused about their school debates
series which we think could be entertaining and educational
and relatively easy to organise here in Manawatū. Watch
this space!
Sadly, we've recently learned that Jill has decided to move
on from Radio Kidnappers. We wish her well, and all the best

for the future. She has done some AMAZING things at the
station including DRASTICALLY improving their online listening
discoverability and consumption.
In related news, we also hosted Evie Thorn - Programme
Assistant for Access Radio Taranaki on the 9th of July. She
came to learn how Manawatū does some things, particularly
in the IT / Computing space. She was a delight to have on
site for the day, and we'll be making Access Radio Taranaki
our next roadtrip destination in the near future!

MEMBERS OF
MPRPANUI

PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES, FACILITIES,
SUPPORT AND TRAINING TO INDIVIDUALS AND
ORGANISATIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY, TO
CREATE CONTENT THAT REFLECTS THEIR
VIEWS AND VALUES.
LEFT: When managers meet. Fraser Greig (MPR) and Jill Miller (Radio
Kidnappers) catch up in the Kidnappers Green Room
BELOW: Team selfie: No visit to Hawkes Bay is complete without a visit
to Te Mata Peak. Cold and Windy, but still smiling!

"Words from the Bubble" started during
lockdown last year, and Rachel now
celebrates 50 episodes!

Tune into the

"Showcase" at 8pm

weekdays to hear what
show's we are

celebrating, including
Rachel's "Words from
the Bubble!"

Hugh's views: Hugh was present on behalf of MPR to record both the events pictured above. John Thornley's "Palmy Vinyl
Club" talk at PN City Library (left) and Pasifika Fusion at the Regent Theatre (right). Both events are available to listen to
on demand on the MPR website, apple podcasts, spotify or a whole slew of other podcasting platforms.
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